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Executive Summary
The San Antonio Housing Trust (SAHT) is pleased to share our organization’s 

Five-Year Strategic Plan. This comprehensive plan is the result of a long-term 

community engagement process that began in 2018 with the adoption of the 

City’s Housing Policy Framework designed to focus our collective efforts on 

meeting the critical housing needs of our community. The framework set forth a 

challenge to assess and realign SAHT’s impact on our housing ecosystem.

This community engagement effort continued with the City of San Antonio’s 

Strategic Housing Implementation Plan (SHIP), which establishes goals, timelines, 

actions, funding approaches, and institutional partners – like the San Antonio 

Housing Trust – who are critical to achieving the affordable housing production 

and preservation goals. The City’s overarching SHIP provided the playbook on 

which our SAHT Five-Year Strategic Plan is based. 

Our Five-Year Strategic Plan is organized into six Sections:

1. Establish our belief and core values system

2. Reframe our purpose and state our mission

3. Set forth strategic objectives

4. Establish Key Results

5. Identify implementable strategies to achieve those Key Results

6. Set realistic goals and track core vitals

We recognize that SAHT is not the only partner aligned to achieving affordable 

housing production and preservation goals in our community. However, due 

to our expertise, financing tools, and funding, we are uniquely positioned to 

facilitate efforts that will have long-term positive impacts on the place we call 

home.

I personally want to thank the numerous advocacy groups, development 

stakeholders, institutional organizations, and community stakeholders that 

gave their time and energy to engage through our focus groups, interviews, 

and surveys both in this plan and other consequential collaborative efforts that 

paved the way for our new strategic focus moving forward.

Pedro Alanis, Executive Director
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The strategic planning efforts began when the SAHT Foundation Board authorized staff to issue a 

request for proposal in July 2021. In November 2021, SAHT formed a strategic planning committee 

and selected the consulting group Mission Matters Group (MMG) to help guide the committee through 

the process. The process kicked off in April 2022 with MMG reviewing previous plans and reports 

recommended by staff of the Trust. Discovery interviews, focus groups, and surveys began in April 

and continued through the end of June. We invited over 100 to participate and about 50 stakeholders 

participated in interviews and/or completed surveys during the process, including:

• Board members

• City representatives

• Community housing advocates

• Community housing development organization representatives

• Housing developers

The full list of participants in one-on-one interviews and focus groups, as well as those invited to 

complete an online survey, is included in Appendix I.

The discovery interviews, focus groups and surveys generated valuable input on the perceived role of 

the Trust, its unique strengths, its challenges and constraints, and the vision and short-term priorities 

over the next three to five  years. While there were other topics that made up each discussion, these 

topics were the areas of focus with each stakeholder and group. 

Discovery Process
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Upon completion of the discovery discussions and surveys, MMG provided 

a synthesis of the findings to the SAHT staff who in turn shared it with the 

Policy and Governance Committee and the SAHT Board of Directors. This 

concluded the discovery phase and shifted the focus to developing the 

strategic plan. 

The SAHT staff and MMG  developed the plan, then SAHT staff offered 

the Policy and Governance Committee and Board opportunities to provide 

input and feedback at their monthly meetings. Staff incorporated this input 

as the plan developed in an iterative format. The Compass, Objectives and 

Goals are the result of that collaborative development process. 

As part of the discovery process, MMG reviewed several recent affordable 

housing plans and assessments. These include:

• San Antonio’s Housing Policy Framework: The Cornerstone of 

Economic Development (Mayor’s Housing Policy Task Force, August 

2018)

• An Organizational Assessment and Strategic Recommendations for 

the San Antonio Housing Trust (NALCAB, July 2019)

• Strategic Housing Implementation Plan (SHIP): 2022-2031 Housing 

Plan for the City of San Antonio and Bexar County (City of San Antonio, 

December 2021)

• Community Bond Committees’ Report and Recommendations: 

Proposed 2022-2027 Bond Program (City of San Antonio, January 

2022)

Structure of SAHT 
The San Antonio Housing Trust is made up of the following four legal entities:

• San Antonio Housing Trust (SAHT), established in 1988

• San Antonio Housing Trust Foundation (SAHTF), established in 1990

• San Antonio Housing Trust Finance Corporation (SAHT-FC), established in 1997

• San Antonio Housing Trust Public Facility Corporation (SAHT-PFC), 

established in 2009
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Renewed Identity
Staff leadership worked with MMG to clarify the Trust’s Beliefs, Mission, Values and Vitals, and the role and core 
identity of the Trust in the local housing system. Stakeholders shared their input on  SAHT’s Beliefs and Values, 
and the results represent the identity that most resonated. Clarifying the identity of the Trust is the first step 
toward Strategic Objective No. 1: “Clarify the Role of the Trust in the Local Housing System.” 

• Housing is a human right.

• Housing should be affordable and attainable for persons at all income levels while providing 
for stable, autonomous, and dignified living.

• Housing should be designed to accommodate persons with all body types and abilities.

• Housing should limit the impact on our environment and be resilient to changing climate.

• Provide additional and continuing housing opportunities for low- and moderate-income 
families

• Promote public health, safety, convenience and welfare by mitigating the extent to which 
low- and moderate-income households, as defined by the City, are unable to afford decent, 
safe and sanitary housing

• Revitalize our neighborhoods through appropriate housing activities

The purpose of the San Antonio Housing Trust is to create and preserve housing that is 
affordable, accessible, attainable, and sustainable to San Antonio residents; and to support 
community development efforts that build and sustain neighborhoods, empower residents, and 
provide positive equitable outcomes.

• Total number of multi-family (MF) units properties preserved
• Number of rental units preserved for households with income between 31 

and 80% Area Median Income (AMI)
• Number of units preserved for households with income below 30% AMI
• Total number of MF units on properties added
• Number of rental units added for households below 30% AMI
• Number of rental units added for households between 31 and 60% AMI
• Total number of MF units placed in service
• Total number of MF units under construction
• Number of Permanent Supportive Housing units produced for persons 

experiencing chronic homelessness
• Total number of land parcels acquired and placed in land bank
• Amount of funding for Community Land Trust(s)
• Amount of grants or loan funds awarded
• Amount of tax-exempt bonds issued

Beliefs

Statement 
of Purpose: 

Mission 
Statement:

Vitals

To gain alignment as well as 
shape the long-term objectives 
and annual priorities, the 
Trust defined a set of essential 
metrics as key indicators of 
success and sustainability. 
Measured annually in 
perpetuity the Vitals serve as 
the foundation to defining 
success year over year.

• Compassion: Our empathy toward our residents leads us into action

• Equity: We strive for fairness and justice as we create housing opportunities that account for 
the different histories, challenges, and needs of the residents in San Antonio

• Innovation: We bring a mindset of continuous improvement to all our work

• Agility: We are flexible in our approach, bringing responsive and dynamic solutions

• Integrity: We affirm there is strength in honesty and transparency

Values
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Vision:
2027 Strategic Objectives

OBJECTIVES KEY RESULTS

Objective 1: Clarify the Role of the Trust 
in the Local Housing System

• Clarified role for SAHT
• Renewed identity for SAHT entities 
• Recognized as a thriving partner in housing ecosystem
• Increased public confidence

Objective 2: Invest in the Trust’s Capacity 
to Grow

• Organizational operational system established
• Financial expenditure plan created
• Cash investment policy adopted
• Staff development plan enacted
• Succession plan established

Objective 3: Facilitate the Preservation of 
Affordable Rental Housing

• 3,711 rental units preserved
• PFC Tax Exemption and Tax-exempt Bonds used to rehabilitate  

14 properties
• Housing Preservation Network established
• Multifamily Rental Rehabilitation program with criteria 

established

Objective 4: Contribute to the 
Construction of New Affordable Rental 
Housing

• 5,925 affordable rental units in 28 communities added
• 300 PSH units added in 3 site-based PSH communities
• Improved Multi-Family New Construction Program
• Land banking program created

Objective 5: Support Neighborhood 
Preservation Efforts

• Community Land Trust(s) established
• Non-profit organizations focused on preservation and 

production SHIP targets supported

Objective 6: Engage in Advocacy at Local, 
State, and Federal Levels

• Expanded engagement and education
• Board members and community partners engaged
• Better informed policy makers
• Increased revenue and resources for the local housing 

ecosystem
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A Results-Oriented Plan
The 2027 Strategic Objectives define the vision for SAHT. These six objectives were the most important areas of focus 

throughout the discovery and iterative development process. Using the Objectives and Key Results (OKR) format, 

the intent is to balance the big, inspirational goals (Objectives) with the clear measurable results that define success 

for each Objective (Key Results). Each of these six Objectives and desired Key Results was carefully selected to drive 

clarity on where SAHT is headed over the next five years while offering flexibility to define the details annually and 

prioritize Key Results to focus on each quarter. 

The plan follows the Objectives and Key Results format for several reasons:

1. Agility: SAHT, like every organization, exists in an ever-changing, dynamic world. If we detailed every strategy 

for the next five years, many of them would be irrelevant after a year or two. The alternative is to commit to the 

results that SAHT wants to achieve over the next five years. Using this format, each year we will determine the 

supporting strategies needed to achieve the five-year results.

2. Focus: OKRs drive focus. By setting just six objectives, we ensure that SAHT focuses our strategic efforts on this 

handful of objectives. It creates a filter whereby key stakeholders consider each new opportunity against the 

existing strategic objectives

3. Monitoring: Every Key Result is written to make tracking possible, and each OKR will be tracked via the metrics 

established when it was written. SAHT will be able to measure quarterly and annual progress toward the five-year 

OKRs in this plan

4. Qualitative and Quantitative: The Objectives are aspirational, aligning and easy to understand, but by 

themselves, they are incomplete. The Key Results describe the finish line. They help teams clearly understand 

the measurable definition of achievement. By leveraging both an aspirational Objective and a measurable set of 

Key Results, SAHT will be able to rally stakeholders around our vision and measure progress toward achieving it.

For each OKR, the Trust proposes Supporting Strategies to achieve the desired results. The strategies are intended 

to serve as a roadmap for the staff and Board, will be revisited during annual reviews, and may change based on 

circumstances or other developments.

Objective 1: Clarify the Role of the Trust in the Local Housing System
While none of the Objectives is more important than the others, nearly every stakeholder raised the need to clarify 

the role of the Trust in the local housing system. This Objective is listed first to demonstrate the importance of 

clarifying and communicating the role of the Trust in order to achieve the rest of the Objectives. 

Most stakeholders engaged throughout the process indicated some level of familiarity with the purpose of the Trust 

and consistently cited its goal of supporting the creation – either through preservation or construction – of more 

housing that is affordable for San Antonio’s vulnerable residents. However, participants’ descriptions of the role of 

the Trust varied greatly, including:

• A marketing, resource or development arm or extension of the City

• A financing partner to developers that is evolving into an investor or owner of affordable housing

• An advocate for affordable housing

Stakeholders’ limited understanding of the role of the Trust is among the reasons that clarifying its role 

within the local housing system surfaced as an important Objective for the strategic planning process. 9
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The Trust has already taken an important step to create clarity in its role by realigning the governance structure for 

its four entities in response to an assessment conducted by the National Association for Latino Community Asset 

Builders (NALCAB) in 2019. In June 2021, the City Council established a new governing structure so that the four 

entities share the same twelve members, including: 

• 5 City Council members 

• 3 community representatives with experience in housing advocacy, non-profit fundraising, policy-making or 

community engagement; or who reside in an affordable housing unit

• 3 housing industry experts with experience in real estate, financial underwriting, property development, housing 

finance, capital markets, lending, construction, property management, or other relevant industry experience

• 1 City representative. 

The City Council also affirmed the following Statement of Purpose for the Trust:

The primary purposes and goals of this Trust are to provide additional and continuing housing opportunities for 

low and moderate income families; to promote the public health, safety, convenience and welfare by mitigating 

the extent to which San Antonio’s low and moderate income households are unable to afford decent, safe and 

sanitary housing within the City of San Antonio; and to revitalize neighborhood and downtown through appropriate housing 

activities.

One Key Result to prioritize is education of board members and the broader community about the primary purposes 

of the Trust and the role(s) that the Trust will play, as a quasi-governmental organization, working within the City 

of San Antonio. While the Trust has asset management and compliance oversight responsibilities as an owner or 

general partner in many affordable housing communities, it does not internally develop or manage properties, nor 

does it directly provide support services to residents of its housing communities. 

While each of its four entities was formed for distinct reasons and empowered with certain tools, as delineated in 

the articles of incorporation, the Trust must decide which key role(s) it is able and willing to take on as it implements 

actions informed by policies set by the City Council. Clarifying and communicating the overarching role of the Trust 

and its relationship to the City of San Antonio and other public agencies that focus on housing and homelessness – 

such as Opportunity Home San Antonio (Housing Authority) and the South Alamo Regional Alliance for the Homeless 

(SARAH) – will better position the Trust to achieve its Objectives. 

A second Key Result will be the Board’s adoption of a Compass that defines core identity elements and enables the 

Trust to have and communicate a shared identity. This effort should provide a strong foundation for future planning 

and development of policy that guides the collective action of its four entities. 

Another key area of focus to clarify the Trust’s role and continue growing as an integral partner in the local housing 

ecosystem will be its active participation in the County-Wide Housing System Analysis identified as a priority in 

the Strategic Housing Implementation Plan (SHIP). One of the primary goals of this analysis, led by the City of San 

Antonio’s Neighborhood Housing Services Department (NHSD), is to align function with stakeholder needs and avoid 

duplication of services. Given the overwhelming need for affordable housing and the limited resources of each 

partner in the system, it will be critical that SAHT focus its efforts on its purpose, role and resources, and leverage 

those to the greatest extent possible.
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While this plan will be a key resource, providing direction for stakeholder alignment, the Trust should 

recognize that there are other lead conveners and organizing entities that are also focused on addressing 

the affordable housing needs in San Antonio. To increase the effectiveness of available resources and ensure 

efficiency of efforts, the lead conveners should commit to meeting regularly. Those groups include but are not 

limited to: the Trust, NHSD, Opportunity Home San Antonio (Housing Authority), Bexar County and SARAH. 

 

Key Results

• Board is clear on and supportive of the key role(s) the Trust will play in achieving its stated purposes.

• The entities of the Trust have a shared identity.

• The Trust is a thriving partner within the local housing ecosystem, as evidenced by its participation in the County-

Wide Housing System Analysis and implementation of recommendations from that report.

• Public confidence in the trust is rebuilt as a result of improved communication with stakeholders and the public, 

along with transparency in its public relations efforts.

• Role of community representatives and housing experts on the Board is elevated, as evidenced by committee 

involvement and decision-making input.

Supporting Strategies

• Staff and Board of the Trust adopt the Compass.

• Actively participate in County-Wide Housing System Analysis recognizing its obligation to work within the City limits.

• Raise awareness of efforts and successes, including information on why some efforts may be unsuccessful, through 

improved public relations and education, and greater transparency.

• Solicit stakeholder input on an ongoing basis.

• Incorporate and leverage voices of community representatives and housing experts on the Board vis-à-vis 

community stakeholders and advocates. 

• Develop, adopt and publish criteria for programs and funding policies that are consistent with its Values.

Objective 2: Invest in the Trust’s Capacity to Grow
The City of San Antonio created the SAHT with a corpus of $10 million in 1988. Since that initial investment almost 

35 years ago, the City had not made additional investments into the Trust Fund, until the City’s FY 2023 Adopted 

Budget which provided $233,533 in September of 2022. The effectiveness of the Trust Fund has severely eroded 

with inflation over time, and it barely generates enough interest to cover administrative costs. The incorporation of 

San Antonio Housing Trust Public Facility Corporation (SAHT-PFC) in 2009 enabled the Trust to become a partner 
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in affordable housing developments through its tax exemption powers to  increase financial viability of affordable 

housing while creating a new revenue stream. Over the past decade, the Trust has generated sufficient revenue to 

cover operating expenses and make grants to local nonprofit organizations. It has also entered into 42 development 

partnerships that should produce consistent income for the organization into the future. Staff levels, however, have 

remained essentially the same over the same decade.

To realize greater impact on the growing need for affordable housing and achieve the ambitious goals in its five-Year 

Strategic Plan, the Trust must grow its financial and human capacity. Building a stronger financial backing will allow the 

Trust to solicit proposals and fund projects that are in line with the City’s vision to focus limited resources on housing 

that provides deeper affordability. The Trust will also need to recruit and hire in-house personnel to perform roles 

that are currently contracted out, such as legal and finance, and increase its capacity around asset management and 

communication. In addition, stakeholders recommended that the Trust build up its internal expertise on affordable 

housing finance to avoid an actual or perceived reliance on outside counsel and private developers to analyze 

deal structures and agree to deal terms. While some stakeholders suggested the Trust grow its capacity to work 

throughout Bexar County, the Trust is, by charter and statute, not allowed to engage in activities outside of the City.

A Key Result will be identifying a steady stream of funds to grow the corpus of the Trust (hereby making it less 

reliant on its PFC’s activities to maintain operations) and a dedicated source of capital to help close the financing gap 

in affordable housing projects. Growing the financial capacity and resources of the Trust will strengthen its ability 

to solicit development proposals that are responsive to a consistent set of deal terms, affordability requirements, 

sustainability goals, and guiding principles. The desire for greater consistency should, however, not prevent the Trust 

from remaining agile and flexible in terms of its approach and tools, when and where it is necessary and possible.

Another Key Result is growing the staff capacity and expertise to achieve the goals of the Five-Year Strategic Plan. 

The staff size of 5 people limits the Trust’s ability to expand its focus beyond making and servicing loans to nonprofit 

organizations, initiating new SAHT-PFC deals and fulfilling the role of general partner on multiple projects. Based on 

an analysis of its budget, the Trust can reasonably plan to grow its team by one to two full-time staff persons over 

the next twelve months, and by another one to two  persons in the following twelve months. The new staff should 

have specialized focus in housing development; finance or accounting; asset management; and public engagement, 

communication or advocacy. 

Key Results

• An organizational operating system is successfully adopted, as evidenced by setting and monitoring annual and 

quarterly goals, to include a public-facing dashboard tracking Vitals.

• A financial expenditure plan is developed, consistent with the Five-Year Strategic Plan.

• Staff capacity and expertise are increased to achieve the goals of the Five-Year Strategic Plan.

• A staff development plan is developed and implemented.

• A cash investment policy of non-corpus funds is established to direct the growth of existing cash.

• An annual stream of additional corpus investment is identified to help grow the fund.

• A succession plan is created.
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Supporting Strategies  

• Utilize the corpus as guarantees or reserves for SAHT initiatives.

• Pursue additional SAHT-owned housing opportunities to build long-term community equity. 

• Leverage long-term streams of revenue to capitalize funding for future SAHT initiatives.

• Establish new creative programming that the City can invest in with bond funding.

• Grow team by as many as 4 full-time professionals over the next two years with specialized focus in housing 

development; finance and accounting; asset management; and public engagement, communication or advocacy.

Objective 3: Facilitate the Preservation of Affordable Rental Housing
The San Antonio community understands that it cannot build itself out of the current housing affordability crisis. 

For too long, demand has far exceeded the supply of affordable housing, and wages are not keeping up with rising 

housing costs. The Trust appreciates the importance of prioritizing the preservation of existing affordable housing 

and enforcing and expanding affordability restrictions. To achieve its goal of continuing housing opportunities for 

low- and moderate-income families, the Trust will prioritize the preservation of existing multifamily rental housing by: 

• Ensuring low-income housing restrictions are either placed or remain in place

• Preserving long-term housing affordability by extending restrictions 

• Extending the life of existing structures, including safety, accessibility, sustainability, and climate resiliency upgrades

The Trust is committed to collaborating with the City and other partnerships identified in the SHIP to implement the 

recommendations therein. As such, a Key Result will be making a significant contribution to the Ten-Year SHIP targets 

for preservation of rental units between 30% and 80% of the area median income (AMI). In alignment with the San 

Antonio Housing Commission and the SHIP, the Trust uses “affordable” to describe income-restricted housing for 

renters with incomes of up to 60% AMI ($44,820 in 2022 dollars for a family of three). Income-restricted housing for 

renters with incomes of up to 80% of AMI shall be considered “moderate income” by the City’s definition.

Another Key Result will be supporting the NHSD in its efforts to preserve existing older multifamily housing stock 

and extend the affordability period on affordable housing developments that serve households with incomes at or 

below 60% AMI (SHIP-HPRP1). The Trust has a strong track record of collaborating with nonprofit housing developers, 

known as Community Development Housing Organizations (CHDOs), and will support their efforts to acquire and 

preserve or add affordability. The aim is to address not only the expiring use properties developed with Low Income 

Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC), but also the naturally occurring affordable units by encouraging rehabilitation by private 

landlords.

Another area of focus will be providing flexible gap financing to incentivize and support the preservation of housing 

that is affordable to extremely low-income (ELI) households with incomes at or below 30% AMI. According to the SHIP, 

NHSD is the lead partner on this effort. The Trust will be an active partner in establishing a dedicated revenue source 

of this gap financing.
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Key Results

• 3,710 rental units affordable to households in the following income brackets preserved:

• <30% AMI: 313

• <50% AMI: 113

• <60% AMI: 2,850

• <80% AMI: 435

• Affordable housing providers supported to meet preservation goals with the utilization of the PFC Tax Exemption 

tool and Tax Exempt Bond program on 14 properties.

• Preservation network established (SHIP - HPRP 8, FY2022)

• Multifamily rental rehabilitation program established (SHIP - HPRP 1, FY 2024)

• Multifamily preservation and rehabilitation criteria established that promotes increased accessibility, universal 

design, and sustainability features (SHIP - HPRP 4, FY 2026)

 

 Supporting Strategies  

• Monitor LIHTC properties in San Antonio to assess, prioritize, and develop preservation plans for at-risk properties 

with expiring land use restrictions or covenants.

• Partner with nonprofit developers to acquire and preserve multiple smaller properties that may not be financially 

viable as a 4% LIHTC on their own but can be pooled into a single financing package.

• Partner with developers to acquire and rehabilitate multifamily rental properties under PFC ownership for 

permanent affordability. This may include adding or extending affordability restrictions on SAHT-financed 

properties.

• Provide gap financing to support the preservation of multifamily rental developments by affordable housing 

partners, including Opportunity Home, focusing on affordable to households, prioritizing those with incomes from  

less than 30% AMI to 80% AMI. 

• Support NHSD to increase preservation of housing affordable to households with income at or below 30% AMI by 

increasing City support and establishing a dedicated revenue source for gap financing. (SHIP – HPRP 7, FY2022). 

• Leverage SAHT funding for accessibility, universal design, sustainability, and/or climate resiliency grants to 

multifamily rental properties serving targeted populations  that are aligned with the SA Climate Ready goals and 

social determinants of health goals (SHIP-HPRP 9, FY 2024)
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Objective 4: Contribute to the Construction of 
New Rental Housing that is Affordable
The Trust has a strong record of providing flexible gap financing to incentivize and support the production of 

multifamily rental developments that are affordable to households with a mix of incomes. Prior to initiating its 

strategic planning process, staff was already contemplating the benefits and costs of continuing to fund mixed-

income developments that serve households up to and over 80% AMI. Throughout the public engagement process, 

stakeholders encouraged and voiced approval of the Trust’s commitment to funding housing projects that offer 

deep and permanent affordability.  While there was recognition that market rate units are also necessary to avoid 

concentrating poverty and allow people to remain in their neighborhoods as their incomes rise, most participants 

expressed concern with supporting market rate housing with public funds.

To achieve its goal of providing additional housing opportunities for low- and moderate-income families, the Trust will 

prioritize the creation of new multifamily rental housing by producing: 

• New LIHTC developments

• Inclusive mixed-income housing to be owned by SAHT 

• Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH)

• Permanently Affordable Multifamily Land Trust with Non-profits

The Trust is committed to collaborating with the City and other partners identified in the SHIP to implement the 

recommendations therein. As such, a Key Result will be making a significant contribution to the five-year rental targets 

in the SHIP by producing an estimate of 5,925 new affordable rental housing units across an estimated 28 projects, 

depending on available resources and market conditions. In alignment with the San Antonio Housing Commission 

and the SHIP, the Trust uses “affordable” to describe income-restricted housing for renters with incomes of up to 60% 

AMI ($44,820 in 2022 dollars for a family of three).

Another Key Result will be the production of 300 PSH units at three site-based PSH projects for persons experiencing 

chronic homelessness with incomes at or below 30% AMI in San Antonio. This will be accomplished in partnership 

with Continuum of Care nonprofit providers and will require identifying capital and operating funds to incentivize and 

support the creation of site-based PSH. According to the SHIP, the Trust is one of five lead partners that will focus on 

adding 1,000 service-enriched PSH units over the next ten years.

Another Key Result will be to lead the local effort to increase funding for affordable developments and make 

improvements to multifamily new construction programs. Among the key challenges to developing housing that is 

affordable is the lack of a clearly defined dedicated source of capital for developers to access to address financing 

gaps. When the City Council created the San Antonio Housing Trust Fund in 1988 with a corpus of $10 million, the 

expectation was that the interest earned from the corpus and the payback of loans would capitalize funding rounds. 

However, because the interest generated by the fund is not sufficient to sustain the work of the Trust and meet 

the overwhelming demand for affordable housing, the Trust has had to find other ways to generate income. It is 

imperative that the Trust, along with other leaders in the local housing ecosystem, identify additional funds to achieve 

the production goals outlined in the SHIP. 
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Another Key Result will be the establishment of a land banking program that will allow for the acquisition of land 

for future affordable housing projects. SAHT was identified as the lead partner working with the Office of Historic 

Preservation (OHP) to preserve land near community assets to reduce the costs of developing affordable housing 

and reach deeper levels of affordability. This is consistent with the SAHT’s goal of revitalizing neighborhoods and the 

downtown area through appropriate housing activities.

Key Results 

• 5,925 new rental units added  in mixed-income developments for households in the following income brackets: 

• <30% AMI: 600

• <50% AMI: 375

• <60% AMI: 4,950

• 300 PSH units produced for persons experiencing chronic homelessness at or below 30% AMI across three site-

based PSH projects. (SHIP - HPRP 6, FY 22) 

• Twenty-three LIHTC and five essential bond projects participated in.

• Improvements made to the Multi-Family New Construction Program serving persons at or below 60% AMI (SHIP 

- HPRP 2, FY23). 

• Land banking program established to acquire land for future housing projects affordable to households with 

incomes at or below 60% AMI (rental) and up to 80% AMI (ownership) (SHIP - CIH 5, FY25). 

 

 Supporting Strategies  

• Adopt the City of San Antonio’s Displacement Impact Tool to assess potential impacts to nearby residents at 

risk of displacement, and incorporate it into the SAHT’s final Tax Credit Development Criteria.

• Partner with developers to create LIHTC projects that serve the targeted populations and require lower 

developer fee splits from nonprofit partners so they may increase their earnings to continue their missions.

• Engage with Continuum of Care nonprofit providers to identify PSH development partners and initiate pre-

development efforts.  

• Maintain SAHT cash resources to fund operating and supportive services reserves for PSH.

• Establish multifamily new construction criteria that promote site selection, equity, digital access, tenant 

protections, increased accessibility, universal design, and sustainability features.

• Prioritize the use of publicly owned land to build affordable housing.

• Identify and acquire property suitable for future redevelopment including SAHT-owned inclusive housing, 

multifamily land trusts, or PSH.
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Objective 5: Support Neighborhood Preservation Efforts
Among the goals of the Trust is to promote public health, safety, convenience and welfare by mitigating the extent to 

which San Antonio’s low and moderate-income households are unable to afford decent, safe and sanitary housing 

within the City of San Antonio. To achieve that goal, the Trust has prioritized, as one of its Strategic Objectives, the 

preservation of existing neighborhoods by supporting the SHIP strategy of increasing city investment in housing with 

a ten-year funding plan.

During the public engagement process, stakeholders raised concerns over the impact that market rate and some 

mixed-income developments can have on existing residents. Specifically, community representatives expressed 

concern about the use of the PFC’s tax exemption to support housing developments that can raise property values 

and, as a result, increase property taxes on neighboring landlords and homeowners. This concern, as well as concerns 

over displacement, have led to the creation of an Anti-Displacement Agenda for San Antonio and a strategy in the 

SHIP that involves the development of a Displacement Impact Assessment. The Trust intends to incorporate the 

Assessment’s criteria into its own Tax Credit Development Policy once it is completed by the City’s NHSD.

The Trust is committed to preserving communities with strategies that focus on preventing displacement, preserving 

historic structures, protecting legacy families, and respecting the cultural fabric of neighborhoods impacting Black, 

Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC). SAHT will demonstrate its commitment and support neighborhood 

preservation efforts by using the Displacement Impact Tool to inform its development activities and avoid contributing 

to gentrification of neighborhoods.

One Key Result will be the establishment of one or two Community Land Trusts (CLT) to help prevent displacement 

and support affordable homeownership, particularly among BIPOC households. The Trust acknowledges the need 

for affordable infill housing on vacant lots and will fund the CLTs to facilitate this work. Efforts shall be linked to a 

community interest in support of preserving and creating affordable homeownership opportunities.

Another Key Result will be support to nonprofit organizations focused on meeting the homeownership 

preservation and production targets in the SHIP. This includes leveraging the Community Land Trust(s) and land 

banking program to support homeownership preservation and production efforts, respectively, where possible. 

Key Results

• Two CLTs, either owned by the Trust or as community cooperatives, are established and funded to prevent 

displacement and support homeownership for households, particularly BIPOC, with incomes up to 120% AMI 

(SHIP – CIH 7, FY2022).

• Nonprofit organizations are supported in their efforts to meet the preservation and production targets in the SHIP 

(SHIP - PPN 1 FY2022).
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 Supporting Strategies 

• Identify and prioritize funding community-based partners interested in and capable of establishing CLT in 

communities at risk of displacement.

• Leverage the land banking program to support City-sponsored home rehabilitation efforts.

• Review and consider increasing organizational capacity to implement an SAHT Single Family Land Trust Program 

to serve targeted households impacted by SAHT multifamily development, as identified by displacement analysis. 

• Continue to support nonprofits in the development of infill housing and acquisition rehabilitation programs for 

targeted populations.

Objective 6: Engage in Advocacy at Local, State, and Federal Level 

San Antonio is experiencing a housing crisis caused by market forces, historic inequities, and institutional barriers. 

Meanwhile, housing advocates and providers contend with persistent stigma associated with housing that is affordable 

as well as community resistance to its development, even when proposed as part of mixed-income communities. 

Successful implementation of its plan requires that the Trust serve as a proactive leader that confronts these issues 

with greater education and advocacy for compassionate and equitable housing policy.

Throughout the public engagement process, participants highlighted the importance of raising public awareness 

about the urgent housing crisis and the difficulties associated with tackling the crisis. Further educating community 

members as to the complexity of available strategies and elevating housing as a priority for the City should help 

galvanize broader support for housing that is affordable to households with a wide range of incomes. To that end, 

the Trust is committed to help change the narrative and messaging around the value of equitable living opportunities, 

and support policies that incentivize or require the inclusion of housing for all in future developments that request or 

require public funding or resources. The Trust may consider collaborating with others in the local housing ecosystem 

to explore the feasibility of pursuing inclusionary housing or zoning measures to ensure greater production of homes 

that are affordable to all current and future San Antonians.

The Trust will also prioritize collaboration with housing partners and practitioners to educate policymakers at the 

local, state, and federal levels. While its incorporation as a 501 (c)(3) prohibits the Trust from engaging in lobbying 

efforts, it maintains the ability and willingness to expand its education efforts and better inform the City’s legislative 

agenda. This may include coordinating efforts on a proactive policy approach to change the state legislation related 

to public facility corporations.

A Key Result will be expanded staff capacity to monitor legislative actions and equip Board and community partners 

with informational material to review with and inform policymakers. As necessary, the Trust may facilitate needs 

assessments, research best practices, or provide support for studies that inform legislative actions and increase 

revenues and resources for the local housing ecosystem. 

Another desired result of the increased engagement in education and advocacy will be that its Board and 

community partners will have a more sophisticated understanding and appreciation for the complexity of 

financing tools and strategies necessary to make housing developments feasible. This greater understanding 

should equip stakeholders to coordinate and successfully advocate for policies and a legislative agenda that 

prioritize the tools and resources needed for San Antonio to properly house all of its residents.18
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Strategic collaboration among local practitioners and industry representatives in the local housing ecosystem would 

help to identify shared priorities and strategies for consideration and adoption by legislative representatives. Better 

informed policymakers at the local, state and federal levels should help to facilitate and increase revenue and 

resources for housing in San Antonio. 

Key Results 

• SAHT has expanded organizational capacity to monitor legislative actions and educate its staff, Board, community, 

and policymakers.

• SAHT Board members and community partners have a more sophisticated understanding of complex financing 

tools and strategies to develop housing affordable to all.

• Policymakers are better informed about legislative actions that impact housing, as well as tools and resources used 

by other cities, in and outside of Texas, that can be implemented in San Antonio to properly house all its residents.

• Increased revenue and resources for the local housing ecosystem.

 Supporting Strategies 

• Demonstrate support for proposed housing development projects throughout the City, including during community 

meetings where LIHTC projects are being considered.

• Invest time and resources to educate Board members and community partners on SAHT’s priorities and financing 

tools.

• SAHT, including Board members, become more active in federal, state, and local housing policy discussions.

• Serve as an active participant and contributor in housing industry groups such as, but not limited to, the Texas 

Affiliation of Affordable Housing Providers (TAAHP) and its Policy Work Groups.

• Facilitate needs assessments, research best practices, and support studies that inform legislative actions and 

funding decisions.  

• Support the City in achieving the following strategies under Coordinated Housing System (CHS):

• CHS 3: Advocate at the state and local level for ad valorem tax for small-unit multifamily properties and 

affordable housing developments.

• CHS 4: Advocate to expand Medicaid in Texas and partner with Managed Care Organizations to improve 

housing.

• CHS 5: Advocate at the federal level for more Housing Choice Vouchers (HCVs) and more funding for vouchers.
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Strategic Vision 
Implementation
Realizing the Vision and achieving the 2027 Strategic Objectives 

and Key Results outlined in this plan will require a disciplined 

and systematic approach to execution. Oftentimes the 

strategic planning process concludes when the plan has been 

approved. The trouble is that without an intentional approach 

to implement, plans fail. What’s more, when organizations follow 

a traditional, more bureaucratic method of operating, they 

run into the unrelenting force of a fast-paced, ever-changing 

environment. By implementing a refined set of operating norms 

and routines, SAHT will be able to more consistently monitor and 

respond to what it learns about performance and the changing 

environment. 

 
SAHT Operating System
This section outlines SAHT’s “operating system” on which the 
organization will implement the Strategic Plan. The system is 
made up of a set of core operating agreements, rhythms, and 
tools that aim to bring clarity, alignment, and accountability to 
how the plan is implemented. When implemented with fidelity, 
the organizational operating system will drive the focus and 
collaboration required to achieve the 2027 OKRs.

SAHT has developed a set of foundational 

Agreements, Rhythms, and Tools to support 

the implementation of the Strategic Plan. 

These are a starting point for what will 

become a more refined operating system 

over time. The team will make adjustments 

in real time and will more formally evaluate 

and improve on an annual and quarterly 

basis. By starting with a lean version of 

the operating system, SAHT can take a 

more agile approach, focusing on making 

progress.

Operating Agreements: the operational norms and 
principles guiding how the plan is implemented

Rhythms: the set of essential and routine activities 
enabling the systematic and disciplined execution of 
core operational actions, i.e. actions like data analysis, 
prioritization, goal monitoring, resourcing, problem 
solving, and accountability

Tools: the technical resources and codified practices 
used to streamline process and encode success within 
every rhythm

Operating 

Agreements

ToolsRhythms
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Operating Agreements
Operating Agreements represent the norms and principles guiding the day-to-day work at SAHT. At times, they 

represent working agreements among staff and Board members. Other times they serve as design principles as 

Rhythms and Tools are defined and refined. The overarching objective is to adopt a framework that advances the 

Mission and facilitates the achievement of the 2027 Vision. Below is the founding set of Operating Agreements: 

 ■ On an Annual basis, they will measure and report: 

 ■ 1-Progress towards the 2027 OKRs and

 ■ 2-Performance towards Annual Goals. 

 ■ On a Quarterly basis, they will measure and report: 

 ■ 1-Progress towards the Annual Goals and 

 ■ 2-Performance towards our Quarterly Priorities 

 ■ The Leadership team will meet monthly to monitor progress toward quarterly priorities, accelerate 
action, solve high-impact problems, align on key updates, and identify opportunities to advance the 
Vision and strengthen the health of SAHT. 

 ■ Each year, they will review and potentially revise the five-year Vision based on any changes in the 
housing environment that necessitate adjustments.

 ■ Board members will review and provide feedback to Annual Goals.

 ■ The Leadership Team will share quarterly priority progress with the Board at the next Board meeting 
following the close of each quarter. 
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RHYTHM FOCUS FREQUENCY

Annual Sync

• Monitor: 2024 Objectives and Key Results
• Review: Annual Goals
• Refine: 2024 Objectives and Key Results
• Define: Next Year’s Annual Goals

Annually

Quarterly Sync

• Monitor: Annual Goals
• Review: Quarterly Rocks (priorities)
• Refine: Annual Goals
• Define: Next Quarter’s Rocks (priorities)

Quarterly

The Leadership Team 
Meeting

• Monitor: Quarterly Rocks
• Review: Key Action Items
• Refine: Quarterly Rocks
• Define: Key Action Items

Bi-Weekly

Rhythms
Rhythms represent a set of high-impact and recurring activities geared toward making critical 

elements of work streamlined and high impact. This includes the approach to goal setting, progress 

monitoring, data analysis, prioritization, and key problem solving. The table below details the three 

foundational Rhythms SAHT will put in place to facilitate strategic plan implementation. Each Rhythm 

is anchored by a recurring meeting in which the team will monitor progress, review performance, and 

establish the focus for the next cycle. 
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CONCEPTUAL

OKR Framework

Objectives and Key Results is a collaborative goal-setting tool 
used by teams and individuals to set challenging, ambitious goals 
with measurable results. OKRs are how to track progress, create 
alignment, and encourage engagement around measurable goals.

Priorities

Quarterly Priorities represent the most important things to achieve 
in a given time period. By clearly defining them and proactively 
scheduling them into plans, teams make it possible to prioritize the 
most important work. 

Vitals
Vitals are the core indicators of impact and organizational health, 
measured annually in perpetuity.

TECHNICAL

Click Up

With the guidance of MMG, SAHT will use a web-based work 
management tool to track progress. It will encourage an agile 
approach to the review and monitoring of Annual Goals, Quarterly 
Priorities, and Key Indicators. It will also facilitate the execution 
of key meetings and monitoring Rhythms. This tool will enable a 
more transparent, consistent, and action-oriented approach to plan 
implementation and progress monitoring. alignment, and encourage 
engagement around measurable goals.

Tools
SAHT’s Tools represent a handful of technical resources and codified practices used to streamline 

processes and encode success within every Rhythm. Tools can be both conceptual and technical. A 

conceptual tool calls on a proven framework or codified practice and applies it to part of the Trust’s 

organizational operating system. A technical Tool leverages a form of technology to enhance or 

streamline a key activity or Rhythm. Combined, the two serve as the great accelerator of strategic 

work. Below you will find the foundational tools the Trust will use in launching the Strategic Plan. 
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FY 2023 PRIORITIES
(OCT. ‘22 - SEPT. ‘23)

2027 OKR  ALIGNMENT

 ■ Finalize and share Compass as component of Strategic Plan
 ■ Use website as a tool for education
 ■ Finalize Housing Tax Credit Development Criteria
 ■ Participate in County-Wide Housing System Analysis
 ■ Solicit input and update Annual Plan in summer 2023

Clarify the Role of the Trust in the 
Local Housing System

 ■ Adopt and implement an organizational operation system.
 ■ Complete five-year forecast analysis and develop Financial Expenditure Plan
 ■ Assess staff needs to meet Strategic Plan Objectives
 ■ Create a Staff Development Plan

Invest in SAHT’s Capacity to Grow

 ■ Collaborate with NHSD on Preservation Network
 ■ Analyze expiring use properties to prioritize efforts
 ■ Develop preservation plans for at-risk properties
 ■ Preserve, through development partnership or by providing financial 
support, at least three properties

 ■ Establish a dedicated revenue source for gap financing to strengthen 
preservation efforts

Facilitate the Preservation of 
Affordable Rental Housing

 ■ Support NHSD’s development of Displacement Impact Tool
 ■ Incorporate tool into final Tax Credit Development Criteria 
 ■ Participate in and support five LIHTC projects.
 ■ Identify PSH development partner and initiate pre-development activities on 
one PSH Development

 ■ Establish multifamily new construction criteria

Contribute to the Construction of 
New Affordable Rental Housing

 ■ Identify funding for CLTs
 ■ Establish one or two CLT community-based partner entities
 ■ Identify and/or provide technical assistance to community partner entities

Support Neighborhood Preservation 
Efforts

 ■ Assess Board needs and identify or offer training opportunities 
 ■ Identify staff resources or partners to lead education and advocacy efforts
 ■ Support development of City’s legislative agenda
 ■ Prepare for participation in 88th Legislative Session (2023)

Engage in Advocacy at Local, State 
and Federal Levels

A core requirement of the Trust’s operating system is a set of high-leverage, focusing Annual Priorities 

to ensure clarity and alignment around what is most critical to achieve in the next five quarters. Below, 

SAHT has identified a set of goals to achieve by September 2023. Each of the goals aligns with its 2027 

Strategic Objectives and will be monitored on an ongoing basis during quarterly and annual Rhythms. 

Given the timing of this strategic planning process, SAHT will complete a modified annual review 

process in October 2022, at which point it will refine and recommit to the Annual Priorities below. 

Annual Priorities

Annual Plan
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WHEN WHAT

October 2022
 ■ Set FY2023 Q1 Priorities (Oct - Dec 2022)
 ■ Begin Implementing FY2023 Goals

January 2023

 ■ Review Q1 Priority Performance
 ■ Monitor Annual Goal Progress
 ■ Refine Annual Goals
 ■ Finalize FY2023 Q2 Rocks

April 2023
 ■ Review FY2023 Q2 Rock Performance
 ■ Monitor Annual Goal Progress
 ■ Finalize FY2023 Q3 Rocks

EARLY WINS: NEAR-TERM INITIATIVES IN PROGRESS 

Creation of Identity Document (Compass)

Development of Vitals

Clarity of near-term goals to pursue

Adoption of a framework that will help facilitate plan achievement

The Implementation Roadmap
To ensure the Annual Goals and Quarterly Rocks are resourced, monitored, and pursued, there 

must be a clear schedule to review progress. In mapping out the when and what, we build the core 

operational activities – such as monitoring and prioritization – into the fabric of core meeting Rhythms, 

striving to make these critical activities more automatic. The roadmap below captures an overview of 

this work. 

Conclusion and Next Steps
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This process has also resulted in new tools that can be used to easily onboard stakeholders to the core Identity 

and Vision of the Trust as well as equip the Trust to implement the plan and measure progress toward achieving it. 

Defining the Strategic Objectives for the next five years was essential. However, with the adoption of a Trust operating 

system, the likelihood of realizing the Vision is greatly increased. The last couple of years have shown that we live in 

a dynamic ever-changing world and, therefore, need tools and resources that equip us to adjust course quickly. With 

the adoption of the Compass, and operating system, the tools and resources are in place to do just that.

While much progress has already been made, the existing need and remaining work require greater organizational 

capacity. In order to achieve the ambitious OKRs in this plan, SAHT will require more dedicated staff. The comparison 

to other housing trusts clearly paints a picture that the San Antonio Housing Trust is under-resourced for the size 

and complexity of the work it is taking on. Recently, SAHT hired a full-time Development Director.  Yet, the staff will 

likely need to grow by an additional three positions  beyond that. Until the staff size reaches seven or eight people, 

the Trust will need to carefully consider each Quarterly Priority it commits to based on the capacity it has to achieve 

them. We offer this final word of caution, as it was a recurring theme that was voiced throughout the entire process.

Put simply, the aspirations of the Trust must be equally paired 
with the capacity needed to achieve them.
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I.   Participants and Key Stakeholders

Appendix

I. Participants and Key Stakeholders

NAME ROLE INTERVIEW FOCUS 
GROUP SURVEY

Pete Alanis Staff / Core Team YES NO YES

Nicole Collazo Staff / Core Team YES NO YES

Susan Snowden Staff / Core Team YES NO YES

Councilman Jalen Mckee-
Rodriguez

Board Member YES NO YES

Councilwoman Phyllis 
Viagran

Board Member YES NO YES

Councilwoman Adriana 
Rocha Garcia

Board Member YES NO YES

Councilwoman Teri Castillo Board Member YES NO YES

Councilman John Courage Board Member YES NO YES

Mark Carmona Board Member YES NO YES

Shirley Gonzales Housing Commission YES NO YES

Eric Cooper Board Member NO YES YES

Jane Paccione Board Member NO YES YES

Jordan Ghawi Board Member NO YES YES

Marinella Murillo Board Member NO YES YES

Antoinette Brumfield Board Member NO YES YES

Rachel Hathaway Board Member NO YES YES

Kristin Davila Housing Commission/ 
Merced Housing (CHDO)

NO YES YES

Veronica Garcia City of San Antonio NO YES YES

Juan Valdez City of San Antonio NO YES YES

Teresa Menendez Myers City of San Antonio NO YES YES

Leilah Powell Local Initiatives Support 
Corporation (LISC)

NO YES YES
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Mike Taylor Cross Timber Homes NO YES YES

Katie Vela San Antonio Regional 
Alliance for the Homeless 
(SARAH)

NO YES YES

Jennifer Gonzalez Alamo Community Group 
(CHDO)

NO YES YES

Brad McMurray Prospera Housing 
Community Services 
(CHDO)

NO YES YES

Graciela Sanchez Esperanza Peace & Justice 
Center

NO YES YES

Amy Cassidy Engaged Citizen NO YES YES

Monica Cruz Engaged Citizen NO YES YES

Gene Rodriguez LISC Policy Support NO YES YES

Rebecca Flores Engaged Citizen NO YES YES

Mia Loseff Texas Housers NO YES YES

Manish Verma Versa Development NO YES YES

Jean Latsha Pedcor / TAAHP NO YES YES

Steve Popoon Home Springs Realty NO YES YES

Jose Gonzalez Consultant NO YES YES

Ian Benavidez City of San Antonio NO NO YES

Jacque Woodring Prospera Housing 
Community Services 
(CHDO)

NO NO YES

Natalie Griffith Habitat for Humanity 
(CHDO)

NO NO YES

Chris Sanchez NHS of San Antonio 
(CHDO)

NO NO YES

Rich Acosta My City is My Home NO NO YES

Peggy Pena Engaged Citizen NO NO YES

Cynthia Spelman Engaged Citizen NO NO YES

Ryan Wilson Franklin Development NO NO YES

Levar Martin NALCAB NO NO YES

Ed Hinojosa Jr. Housing Commission / 
Housing Authority

NO NO YES

Taneka Johnson Housing Commission NO NO YES
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Jeffrey Arndt Housing Commission NO NO YES

Robert Abraham Housing Commission NO NO YES

Sarah Sanchez Housing Commission NO NO YES

Amanda Lee Keammerer Housing Commission NO NO YES

Fernando Godinez Mexican-American Unity 
Council (MAUC)

NO NO YES

Gil Piette Prospera Housing 
Community Services 
(CHDO)

NO NO YES

Keith Newcomb San Antonio Alternative 
Housing Corp (SAAHC)

NO NO YES

Lori Hall Local Initiatives Support 
Corporation (LISC)

NO NO YES

Patricia Mejia San Antonio Area 
Foundation (SAAFDN)

NO NO YES

Michael Reyes Housing Authority NO NO YES

Tim Alcott Housing Authority NO NO YES

Mark Wittig Housing First Community 
Coalition

NO NO YES

Chris Plaunche Housing First Community 
Coalition

NO NO YES

Melaine Cowart Roseville Trust NO NO YES

Zeke Romo Our Casas Resident Council, 
Inc.

NO NO YES

Edward Gonzales Town Twine Village NO NO YES

Adam Smith 3LB Equities NO NO YES

Barbara Hawkins GGYC NO NO YES

Basil Koutsogeorgas Provident Realty Advisors NO NO YES

David Holland Provident Realty Advisors NO NO YES

Brett Franklin Franklin Development NO NO YES

Dan Wilson Atlantic Pacific Companies NO NO YES

Debra Guerrero NRP Group NO NO YES

Jason Arechiga NRP Group NO NO YES

Erin Mitchell Home Springs Realty NO NO YES

Ginger Miller Home Springs Realty NO NO YES
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Michael Hogan Home Springs Realty NO NO YES

Jack Brenton Cohen-Esrey NO NO YES

Jay Johnson Cohen-Esrey NO NO YES

James Rastello Tradewinds Residential NO NO YES

Jarrett Woods Waypoint Development NO NO YES

Joey Guerra Integrated Realty Group NO NO YES

John Cooley Terramark Homes NO NO YES

Mark Tolley Mission DG NO NO YES

Victor Miramontes Mission DG NO NO YES

Michael Gross LDG Development NO NO YES

Michael Shackelford Alamo Community Group NO NO YES

Paul Moore Steel Development NO NO YES

Philip Morgan Morgan Group NO NO YES

Rajeev Puri Athena Domain NO NO YES

Stuart Falkin Falkin Platnick Realty Group NO NO YES

Azza Kamal San Antonio Regional 
Alliance for the Homeless 
(SARAH)

NO NO YES

Hector Morales San Antonio Apartment 
Association

NO NO YES

Allison Cohen San Antonio Apartment 
Association

NO NO YES

Jim Bailey Alamo Architects NO NO YES

Cameron Goldsmith Lake Flato NO NO YES

Adam Martin Lake Flato NO NO YES

Ileana Rojas Texas RioGrande Legal Aid 
(TRLA)

NO NO YES

Lizbeth Parra Texas RioGrande Legal Aid 
(TRLA)

NO NO YES

Maria Berriozabal Former City Councilwoman NO NO YES

Melaine Cawthon Disability San Antonio NO NO YES

Annelise Gonzalez San Antonio Board of 
Realtors (SABOR)

NO NO YES

Nadia Mavarakis Culturingua NO NO YES
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